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Week 4
Ovulation Phase

OVULATION PHASE-FULL MOON

ARCHETYPE- EROTIC MOTHER

INNER SEASON- SUMMER

EXPRESSION- EXPRESSIVE

ELEMENT-EARTH
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Approx Day 12-16
HOW THIS PHASE EXPRESSES
Energy is at its peak here. Biologically speaking the body wants
to create a child, so it's an opportune time to try and conceive,
or alternatively schedule a saucy date night.

This is a great time to seek opportunities and collaborate. Be
clear and ask for what you desire, as you have a certain
confidence and magnetism which is alluring to others. During
this phase you are most aligned to socialising and getting shit
done. Heart centred communication and empathy are flowing
through you. Be sure to have the conversations.

Social activities, teamwork, meetings & networking are on your
side.

Keywords and invitations
Libido

Expressive

Magnetism

Communicative

Actioning of ideas

Outward focus for creation
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Hormones
All hormones are on the rise. Especially oestrogen and testosterone,
which drop after ovulation (which lasts around 3 days). This results in
the release of the egg from the ovary, shortly afterwards. After the
egg releases, it travels down the fallopian tube to the uterus.This can
vary from person to person.
This is our most fertile time. If the egg meets the sperm and is
fertilised then it attaches to the uterus and we become pregnant If not,
it breaks down by shedding the uterus lining aka our bleed.
Once you have ovulated and Progesterone rises throughout this week
and slows you down and makes you more subdued. That’s because
progesterone is a sedating hormone. This can have a soothing effect
and increases your intuition, If there is excess oestrogen it can result in
breast tenderness and other pms symptoms.

Your Cycle & the Lunar Phases
Around the time that we ovulate and are potentially fertile every
month we can usually quite clearly notice a shift into this phase which
is like the ‘summer’ of our cycle, reflecting full-moon energy. Just like
the Waxing Phase we continue to feel energetic and outward focused.
But rather than the achievement-oriented, ego-driven energy that gets
things done, we shift into more of the nurturing, mother energy.Author- Ana Davis
Blissbabyyoga.com
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Food Focus
FIBRE & FRESH

Vitamin C: Helps body produce progesterone for
possible pregnancy
Vitamin rich foods- For ovulation
Zinc: Plays a role in ovulation & the menstrual cycle.
Low levels can cause hormonal imbalances, ovarian
function problems & menstrual irregularities.
Liver cleansing foods: These foods help the liver to
metabolise and detox excess estrogen.
Liver supporting herbs: Balances out hormones and
detox excess estrogen. It is critical to support the liver
here, as it is in charge of regulating all hormones &
detox processing.
Include raw foods & veggies- Fibre & glutathione Helps body effectively metabolise excess estrogen &
aids in proper digestion.Reduces constipation
Adaptogen herbs: balances stress, increases vitalityadapts to stressful situations.
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Food
Vitamin C:
Berries, Acai, Camu Camu
Vitamin rich foods:
Leafy greens and gluten free
grain
Zinc:
Oysters, pumpkin seeds, cashews,
mushrooms, oysters
Liver cleansing foods:
Beetroot, artichoke & root
veggies, garlic, onion, radish.
Liver supporting:
Dandelion (for bloating), Milk
thistle, Burdock, Globe artichoke,
Schizandra, Dong quai
Herbs:
Red clover
Detoxing foods:
Kefir, ACV, kombucha
Fibre:
All whole vegetables and gluten
free grains. buckwheat,
millet,quinoa (so less blood sugar
spike)
Include raw foods & veggies:
Fibre & glutathione - Helps body
effectively metabolise excess
estrogen.
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Nuts:
Brazils, Cashews.
Legumes:
Black-Eyed Beans, Green Lentils,
Lima beans, Mung beans. Brazils,
Cashews.
Adaptogen herbs:
Maca, Shatavari (sexual
vitality/hormone balance)
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Movement
Your body feels strong here at the beginning, so take advantage
of hardcore cardio its now, burning up to 30% more fat, making
your body more efficient at using fat for fuel.
You may find you are also a lot more social here & enjoy
collaboration so try a new movement class.
Try a sexy dance class or at home. This can feel really good as
your sensuality is heightened
You are usually more social here & enjoy collaboration so try new
movement class.
A sexy dance class can also feel really good as your sensuality is
heightened

If any I recommend:
Sensual dance
BarreBootcamp
HIIT
Weight training
Group workouts
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Sexuality
Sex hormones are all rising here. You will naturally be more
lubricated Libido is higher than usual. Have fun here.
Explore with self pleasure or a new partner.

Invitations
Self-pleasure in front of each other or alone maintaining
eye contact.Try and prolong orgasm.
Erotic dance strip tease for each-other (Or seduce
yourself)
Sexy talk. Tell your beloved what drives you wild. take it
in turns. Sit opposite each other and build the tension
before love making.
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Sacred Ritual

Mantra: Embrace sensuality

Nourish and cultivate the sensual and creative life force that is
alive in your body at this time. Create an altar with beauty.
Flowers, roses perhaps. Burn some sensual essential oils. As you
adorn your space, offer up the pieces you collect to the divine.
Play some sultry tracks & connect with mama Gaia embodying
compassion for all beings.
Say prayer of intention and then begin some sensual nonlinear
dance, really hone in on your senses and treat yourself as a
queen.
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Self - Inquiry
What are we ready to birth in our lives?
What are we desiring to create & manifest in ourselves?
How can we embody those qualities that we desire?
What are the emotional qualities of our desires?
How can we take inspired action towards them?

Self Care Ideas
Self pleasure
Sensual movement
Creativity (However that looks to you)
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